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Rodger Willows has submitted the logo which you see on this page. It impressed us so
much that it has been used for this first issue of KFT Newsletter. Suggested colours
are green kite on blue background with either red or gold lettering.

Our congratulations to Jamie Needham ( Tbe }[ilky Bar Kid) for his most successful TV
appearance. Jamie stared in a Kite flying segment on Win Tv's Saturday morning "Good
Sports' program which we believe was shown nationally on the Nine Network,

How badly do you need to fly your Kite? Amember seen arriving at the Domain riding
his wife's bicycle, complete with empty child seat on the back!

Who was the young man who tried to throwaway a large and expensive reel of spectra
line?

Retrieval of the month, An excellent piece of reel work displayed recently to dislodge
a small diamond from a kite eating tree, Precision and timing of the red/blue/white
Delta were brilliant.
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BINALONC BAY

The weekend of the 3rd &4th February 1996, saw the annual gathering of kiteflyers for
the St Helens kite festival at Binalong Bay.

Day 1

Saturday - the weather smiling, fine and sunny, the wind light and changeable. The
kiteflyers,of whom there were about twenty or more at various times throughout the day
treated us to a wonderful spectacle of colour and variety of kites. As I drove down the
hill into Binalong ~ay, I was greeted with a vision of large deltas of Geoff Iliff, Jim
Henley and Rob and Tracey Brassington riding high and beautifully on the gentle
breeze. Upon walking down to the beach, I was greeted with a scene of activity,
colourful feathers, beach shelters, kites being assembled and launched.

Thoughtfully a section had been cordoned off for the exclusive use of dual line stunt
ers. This area was very well utilised, Steff Gray impressive in his abilities, as were
the stacks of Rob Brassington (complete with tails) and the power and spectacle of Jim
Henleys stack. The fine weather drew a good crowd of spectators whose children were
able to enjoy the warm shallow water and the spectacle of the festival of kites. Peter
and Kim Eastman flew a magnificent and very large Conyne and a colourful Yakko Stakk
reminiscent of bloomers!
Saturday evening and I was able to enjoy the hospitality even further, thank you Jan
and Jim.

Day 2

Sunday - The weather, grey and overcast the wind light to moderate and
relatively consistent in direction. Afew spots of rain but not enough to dampen the
enthusiasm, after all this is Tasmania. Approximately the same number of
flyers, a few less spectators perhaps (weather disincentives) but with a few extra
highlights. These being the antics of one dropnik bear and the arcs of Flocky's
pneumatic rockets.

I came away 'from the festival with lasting impressions of the wonderful warm
hospitality, views, variety, colour spectacle and selection of kites and the
opportunity to meet and commune with like minded people who share the common interest
of kiting. I thank you and look forward to the next festival.

Rodger Willows
SKUNK WORKS
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Thanks to all those of you who paid $10.00 to Kite Flyers of Tasmania. Ive are
slowly getting off the ground (no pun intended) and have had three very successful
flys this year.

In January we saw Don Sutherland flying his delightful Goose a gift from Martin Lester
and some of his other superb kites. Don is just back from New Zealand where he stayed
with Peter Lynn and met up with Des Pitt field and Yvonne de Mille in their shop on the
South Island.

The weather was not really kind to us for our February fly on Kingston Beach, but
Allan's feathers and the dual liners of our members attracted a great deal of
spectator interest. Several $300.00 kites had their first taste of salt water!!

On the first weekend in March we had a visit from three of our northern members; Steve
Chilcott flying his multi-coloured Flare kite and superb Caterpillar windsock and
Karen and Jeremy Carson. Jeremy was one of the instigators and committee members of
the much praised International Kiting Festival in Launceston in 1988 and started KFT
for the festival. It would be nice to revive it and keep it going. Jeremy was flying
a large ROKKAKU, big multi-celled Parafoil, a colourful keeled diamond, a lovely
blue &white Winged Box and a huge red & white Hargrave box kite. Karen flew a
charming blue-bird kite. Thanks to both of you, your kites are a delight!

Easter Sunday is our next fly, but we shall be on the Domain the following day instead
( Easter Monday) - lets hope the often fickle Easter weather holds good.

This is our first news letter, we shall try to make them more frequent and keep you
abreast with what is happening with kiting in Australia and of course our home State.

Now the dates to keep in mind:
FESTIVAL OF THE WINPS, Bondi Beach Sydney - September 6th , 7th and 8th • Sunday the 8th

is the big day when as many as 10,000 spectators and flyers line the grass and
promenade, above the beach. AKS have interstate and overseas invitees to fly each year.
Last year our own David Chandler filled the sky with his Flowforms and Letter Flags.
Ron and Sandra Gibian from the United States, Jan Houterman, Des Pitt field and Yvonne
de Mille were also there.
Hope to see you Easter Monday.

Kent Stevenson
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This plan has been written especially for the Artistic Kite Croup Callery Project, and
accompanies the diagrammatic figures 1 to 4.

Materials
Depending on your budget, patience, attention to detail you will require:

1.5 metres of ripstop (less if you use the wide kind)
2 x 1.2 metre lengths of 6mm dowel or 5.5mm carbon fibre tube (for the cross
spars).
1 x 1.2 metre length of 6mm dowel or 5.5mm carbon fibre tube (for the spine).
2 x aluminium bow string adjusters.
3 x aluminium 0 rings.
15 metres (aprox.) 50lb - nylon / polyester cord for bridles and bow lines.
4 metres ribbon or edge binding tape (optional)

Instructions
This is a simple kite to make, it can be made in many different ways. Please feel free
to use your own methods of construction if you prefer them to the suggested ones.
Remember there is no right or wrong way to do things only different ways.

The Sail
The sail can be made of either one single piece of fabric of five separate pieces, the
easiest is of course to use only one piece, to do this mark out the shape onto the
ripstop nylon ensuring the grain runs straight down the sail and leaving an additional
1.5cm all around to allow for a double folded hem, alternatively you can cut out the
sail as fine panels leaving about 7mm hems between the panels, the four corner panels
should be arranged so that the grain runs parallel to the outside edges. The advantages
of this method is that it minimises sail distortion and stretch. If you wish you can

.. sew ribbon or edge binding tape to the back, front or even inside the hems to prevent
any stretching along the edges.

The Pockets
Make six pockets out of strips of ripstop as shown in fig. 2 these strips should be
about 27cm long and folded in half twice to produce the ~ocket, hot cutting strips from
a pre-folded wider piece of fabric which is still 27cm long, produces nice tidy pockets
which do not unfold whilst being sewn to the sail. Sew on the pockets for the cross

i. spars at point B, C, E, and F. Try to keep your sewing to a minimum as in fig. 2,
! obviously the pockets should all point horizontally across the sail. Next sew the

pockets Aand Densuring that the openings point directly at the opposite pocket.
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The Bridle attachment points
You will need to attach the bridle at the six points indicated in fig. 1 you can either
use about 30cm x 2.5cm long strips of ripstop folded and sew into tabs, this method is
preferable if you use the 5 panel technique since they can be added when the panels are
assembled, the front portion of the tab can protrude about 1cm from the face of the
kite and the remainder can hang from the back surface as ties to hold the spars in
place, or else alternatively you can make small patches of several layers of ripstop as
in fig. 4 and sew these to the sail as shown, next take 'a fine pointed soldering iron
and pierce two holes right through the patch and the sail as shown. This produces a
very neat finish and negates the need'for ties on the back of the sail.

The Spars
Cut the spars to fit, if you are using dowel, file a couple of notches in the ends of
the cross spars as in fig. 3, if you use carbon then you will need to add arrow nocks
to the spar ends to take the bow lines.

Bowing
Cut lengths of 1.6m of cord for each bow line, tie a small overhand loop in one end and
put it over one of the notches, the other end can now be fed through the aluminium
adjuster continue around the other notch, when the line returns to the adjuster tie it
securely. THe cross spar can now be bowed, repeat this for the other spar. With all
spars in place decide which end you wish to be the top and bow line so that it is 12cm
from line to spar, on the bottom make this distance 15cm. With a pen mark the cord so
that you can find the bowing points again.

Bridling
First fit a top central bridle line of around 1.2m next fit the other top lines as a
single piece of line approx 2.5m long, lying the kite on,its back (but still bowed)
draw the three lines to a point and tie an overhand loop directly above the top spar.
Repeat for the lower spar, except use 1.4m in the middle and about 2.9m for the sides.
Attach aluminium rings to the loops via larks head hitches, next join the two rings
with a piece of cord approx 1m long. Attach the final aluminium ring at a point on
this final line which when all lines are taught causes the front cross spars of the
kite to lift 15cm from the floor.

Flying
Your 1.2m Rokkaku kite should now be ready to fly, adjust the position of the towing
point forwards slightly if the kite will not rise and move it back slightly if the kite
is unstable.
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Tips to stack Rokli.akus:

D The easiest is to bridle RoW-aku No.1 with a nonnal combined bridle.
D Connect all other RoW-akus with foul' lines to the previous one.
D I just use 4 lines of equal iength (I think about 3 meters long).
D All these lines have a simple knot at the end.
o I wind these lines 2 times arowld the bridle points of the cross-spars and

secure them by a simple knot.
o The knot at the end of the lines will now slide in position assuring equal length.
D MaliI' sure that the connecting lines on the cross-spars are secured on both

sides.
o Secure by cutting vinyl endcap tip away, slide perfectly litting tube over spar,

glue with crazy glue in position.
o All spars have to have the same bow, thus use ring and s"ivel!

DOse very shoong fl'ame in Ih'st kite, nOl'lllal li'ame in the odlel'o
D Be aware about the h'emendous pull such stacks can develop.
o Follow all kite safet)' rules! Don't fly the st:ll:k over people, neal' power-lines,

aiI'ports, I'oads!
o Follow all aviation rules of YOUI' country!
o Safety fil'st, have a team with you to help!
D Stack has to be anchored before stal'ting it in secure place!
o Ifyour line bl'eaks the stack will Oy very far away, use extra heavy line!

These al'e just tips, Evel'y kiteflyer following these tips has in addition to adjust the
situation to his/her own needs. TIns worked for me, it ma~' not workimder all
conditions as described. Ever:y kiteflyer tQ°ing such thing is solely I'esponsible for
any safet)' issues him/her self! My RoW-akus arc qwte small (1.25 x 1 meter), Even
though the pull can be tremendous! Don't try anything if you are not absolutely sure
what you 3\'1' doing.



It is with great pleasure that we can now say that }(17~ has its own newsletter. To
ensure it grows with the club I ask you to send any info whether large or small to
Kent, We need more info on Northern fly days as well as annual flying events. In our
next issue we will be publishing a calender to let all members know about all events
statewide,

Abig thank you must go out to Kent and Rodger for their articles on our past FLY DYS
and to Tony (Crash) Polowy for setting up the Internet Connection for us, He assures me
that information and world wide input is now at the clubs finger tips, In each issue we
will endevour to supply a project for menbers, As most kite flyers like sharing inform
ation Tony is sending a copy of our newsletter to Kai in the U.S, our first overseas
contact.

Congratulations must go to Warren MacIntosh of H. E. 17. H. Aus t. for scooping
the pool at the recent South Australian Sport Kite Championships, Asample of Warren's
superb products are pictured above.

Allan Parish
Editor


